TheRobin

Parkes
display&expo

...the perfect choice for your Indoor
workstation needs
The Robin is ideal as a greeting counter, workstation or product display unit.

Features & Benefits
Hard wearing model
Accessories available making the
display more versatile and useful
Portable, lightweight and quick
to assemble
No tools required
Sizes available:
1000 (h) x 1000 (w) x 500mm (d)
Tops are available in Birch, Black,
Silver or White thermoformed finishes
Units available in a choice of
luxury foam backed loop nylon.
Smooth fabric wraps and beech
or aluminium tambour wraps
available at additional cost
Load bearing up to 75kgs approx.
Internal storage area
Packs flat for easy transportation
Carry bag available for storage and
transportation
Internal shelf and lockable door
available
Special package discount for
multiple quantities

Exhi

Full design and artwork
enhancement service available

The Robin Indoor Worksation
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Hardware Specifications

Weight

Additional Options

Assembled Dimensions
1000 (h) x 1000 (w) 500mm (d)

20kg

Choice of fabric wrap colours.
Laminate colours available in black,
beech or rosewood.
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Assembly Instructions
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Kit includes: Outer wrap (A), inner
wrap (B), top (C) and base (D)
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Place the base (D) on the floor with
the raised shape face up, and wrap
the inner wrap (B) on the inside of
the shape.

Take the outer wrap (A) and begin to
wrap around the remaining section
of the raised shape
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Ensure that the fit is secure against
the hook fastener strip. Leave the
front open to add the top.
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Slot the top in between the two
wraps.
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You may need to loosen the wraps
from the base to fit onto the top and
then secure on to base again.
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Other customers have bought these products to communicate their sales message
Once the ‘C’ shape on the
underside of the top is wedged
securely between the two wraps,
carry on wrapping around the base.

Ensure that the fit is secure against
the hook fastener strip.
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